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MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRMAN
Another pilgrimage year is drawing to a close. Members from around the country
have requested credentials, primarily for the Camino Francés but also for many
other paths too. Some pilgrims are requesting a credential for their first pilgrimage, but increasingly there are requests from people going on a second, third
and even a few fourth and fifth pilgrimages.
What is it that makes a pilgrim put in all that effort to walk around 800k, in the
case of the Camino Francés, and then turn around some time later and repeat
the effort, either on the same path, or a different one? As one who is guilty of
doing this I still have no answer. Yes, it is the peace and tranquillity that can be
found, the wonderful beauty found in the countryside, the ancient buildings to
be seen, and of course the camaraderie experienced along the way… of total
strangers, both fellow pilgrims and locals.
Whenever I travel on a pilgrimage path, I wear a tiny gold shell around my neck,
one of the various shell necklaces purchased after each Camino. Each is different
and wearing one is like wearing a badge, recognised by friend and stranger alike.
The only time though I wear my tiny little gold one is when I am on a pilgrimage.
It quietly reminds me that I AM on a pilgrimage. When chatting once to a minister, he told me how at a christening he uses a shell to wet the baby’s head. He
then passes the shell to the parents saying "Your child has now begun his/her
pilgrimage through life. Keep this shell as a symbol of that journey".
Through life we make many journeys along the way, some long, some short,
some easy and others more difficult. Like the Camino, it is what we make of it
that will determine how much we learn and how much joy we receive. As in life,
we get out of the Camino what we put in, and on the Camino it is a special joy
to be able to simply give - an encouraging word, some companiable silence, or
something more practical like sharing food or water. So too is the pleasure one
feels when on the receiving end of such gifts.
I have been travelling, on foot, for months now, some pilgrimage paths, some
just long distance paths. Every so often though I am surprised at how, out of the
blue, something to do with pilgrimage appears e.g. in a little church in Scotland I
came across a book of Celtic Reflections. A couple of quotes resonated so much I
jotted them down: " The destination is, in fact, the journey itself, and the journey is, in fact, the destination". Seasoned pilgrims will recognise the sentiments
heard often on the Camino - it is not the destination, but the journey which is
important. Later, I read these words: "Life is a purposeful pilgrimage, not an
aimless meandering trail". Perhaps it is this, the purposefulness, that calls us
back each time to the Camino.
As we close this year I wish you peace and joy for Christmas and the New Year,
and may this year and the ones to follow be for you a purposeful pilgrimage.
Buen Camino!
Janet Leitch OAM (SA)
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Cover photo: Janet’s Testimonium
from the Vatican (see article pp.4-7)
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HOSPITALERO TRAINING

Hospitalera Jayne at Rabanal

Have you walked the Camino and now wish
to serve as a hospitalero?
The Hospitaleros Voluntarios section of the
Spanish Federation of Associations of
Friends of the Camino of Santiago supplies
hospitaleros to donativo albergues. I have
received their approval to offer training
for these positions. This is a wonderful
opportunity as it is the first time that approved hospitalero training has been offered in Australia.
The training will take place early 2015. I'm willing to
travel if I have a group but need to know where those
who are interested in undertaking the training live.
Expressions of interest should be addressed to julie@pilgrimsinsydney.org
Julie Milne (NSW)

‘CAMINO ADVENTURES’ WEBSITE
Check CaminoAdventures.com and CaminoForums.com for a range of interesting
Camino issues.
A common question is: What about medical help and the health care in Spain?
http://www.caminoadventures.com/what-about-medical-help/
I met Mathias in 2004 on the Camino Frances: he had lived as a hermit and the
Camino changed this. - http://www.caminoadventures.com/camino-de-santiagohemit-or-not/[sic]
Many people walking the Camino meet what they call their Camino Family:
http://www.caminoforums.com/general-chat/4483-women-walking-caminofrances-alone-safe.html
http://www.caminoforums.com/general-chat/3687
-walking-solo-camino.html
Lesley Gilmour (Ireland)
With thanks to Ashley Martin, Lesley Scott,
and John Mapleson for signage photos
scattered throughout this newxsletter.
Send your favourite photo to the editor:
bell.alison*optusnet.com.au
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CAMMINO DI ASSISI
For those who want an adventure, a challenge,
and a spiritual journey along a road less travelled you need look no further than the
Cammino di Assisi, and the Cammino di
Francesco in Italy.
You will notice that there are two Camminos
(as opposed to Caminos), with different names,
but are essentially the same path, just different
starting points and different destinations. They
are coordinated by different groups, have different guides, different credentials, different
signs, and different certificates of completion
(the equivalent of the Compostela). The path is
around 550 kilometres in length, though, because it is so arduous it takes about the same
length of time as most people allow for the
Camino Francés. A couple of the stages are
quite short, a relief after the long hard days
preceding them. It is also good to allow some
extra days for rest, with a day or more needed
to see all there is to see in and around Assisi. As
these paths are managed by two
Green arrow for Cammino Assisi,
different groups there are two different signs to yellow Tau for Cammino Francesco,
follow along red and white GR signs found, and
the
way,
Part of the Cammino di Francesco
followed, on both
credential
from la Verna
the yellow Tau cross being prominent. As a
warm-up, it is possible to link the Cammino di
Assisi with all, or part of, the Cammini di Sant'
Antonio which begins at Padua and ends at
Dovadola, part of the last stage being the
same as the beginning of the first stage of the
Cammino di Assisi.
The Cammino di Assisi begins in a tiny village
called Dovadola, on the road between Forli
and Florence. The starting date for this path
needs to be booked, and on arrival at the
refuge pilgrims are given a series of little
pocket-sized maps in Italian, along with the
English translation, a credential, and a warm
welcome by the priest. When I was there one
pilgrim arrived 2 days later than his proposed
start date and was instructed to catch the bus
to the town 2 days further along the road.
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One of the simple hermitages This is done as far as I can

ascertain to manage the, at
times, limited supply of
accommodation.
This Cammino is one of the
hardest walks I have done,
and certainly the hardest
Camino. I might add that it
is also one of the most
wildly beautiful. What
makes it so hard? There are
a couple of things, one being the terrain, the other the daily distances which,
due to accommodation availability, cannot be changed.
Looking at the terrain one also needs to look at the history of the Saint in whose
footsteps the pilgrim on this way treads. St Frances was a walker and a traveller.
In his youth, coming from a wealthy family, he would travel the countryside
around his home in Assisi on horseback. However, after his conversion he gave
away all worldly goods, dressed himself in a simple cassock gown and walked miles! St Frances had a penchant for climbing to the high points of the mountains
to pray and be alone. These places were sometimes caves, sometimes just simple
dwellings, but walking this Cammino it is obvious that they were near, or on,
mountain tops. He would regularly spend time, sometimes for days on end, at
these places either alone or with just one or two trusted friends.
As more men gave up their lifestyles and began to follow his simple, prayerful
way of life, communities became established throughout this part of Italy, particularly those places, Sanctuaries, where St Frances spent time in prayer. These
places are known as Hermitages (or Sanctuaries), with some of them being simple, while others have grown more lavish and have become pilgrimage sites in
themselves. Places like San Damiano, the little church which Frances rebuilt taking his instruction to "go, and rebuild my church" literally, Porziuncola, the tiny
church that Clare fled to, Greccio, the site of the first (living) nativity scene, la
Verna, where he received the stigmata, and many more. These places, with just
a few exceptions, are generally near the top of a hill or mountain and are often
built on rock. Even in the modern
The hermitage of Greccio built on rock—
day they are places of tranquillity
inside is a display of nativity scenes
and silence.
from around the world

Having set the scene with the historical background, and if I tell
you that the Cammino di Assisi is a
path which visits all of the Hermitages significant to Frances in
his lifetime, the reader should
then be able to piece together the
sort of terrain this path follows.
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This Cammino basically follows what I call
the spine of Italy, the Apennines, and much
of it for the first few weeks traverses a huge
National Park. It is wild and steep, and fortunately often shaded as one walks through
ancient forests. I was fortunate to have a
friend, Julie, meet me in Dovadola (this
Cammino was part of a much longer journey), and there were many days in those
first two weeks when we walked for a whole
day without seeing a soul until we arrived at
our evening's destination. As a general rule,
in the first few weeks, there are no villages
along the way and as it was August and very
hot, not only did we have to carry food for
the day, but much more water than on the
Camino Francés.
There is a season for this walk and it can't
be done easily in winter. At one refugio we
stayed at our hostess explained how one
year they could not get out of their house
for six weeks due to the depth of snow.
They dug a path to the animals, the snow
was close to door height in depth, and the
children could not go to school in this time. Credentials for Cammino di Assisi (top)
A rugged and tough environment!
and Cammino di Francesco (bottom)
One day we had a 1,000 metre ascent, but on another we had a couple of 500
metre climbs. Each, of course followed by an equally steep descent. The steep
grade was one thing, but the terrain itself also added to the difficulty as it was
often very rocky, and care had to be taken not to slip or trip as we rock hopped
down the steep slope. Having said that, there were at times also lovely wide
forest paths with easy walking to speed us on our way. Of course, at the top of
each climb we were rewarded with magnificent views across the distance.
Our reward too, was the peace and tranquillity found at the Hermitages we
visited. Some were tiny like the little Eremo Della Casella, others much larger
and grander such as la Verna, Assisi itself and Gubbio. All of them, despite the
throngs of people at some, were quiet and peaceful, especially compared to the
noisy crowds found at some sites in Spain. At these sites you can see such things
as the stones where St Frances rested, the cave where he prayed, and even the
walking stick he used.
After Assisi, where there is a name change to the Cammino di Francesco, the
countryside is much more populated, and the path passes through a number of
villages in one day. It is still hilly, and here one is rewarded with overnight stays
in ancient Umbrian hilltop villages, some of them totally unspoilt by the masses
AFotC Newsletter #11 December 2014
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of tourists that congregate in the Tuscan hilltop villages. There is still the occasional hermitage to visit, as Frances travelled to Rome to have an audience with
the Pope in order to get his order recognised, stopping at places along the way
to rest and pray. Places like la Foresta, Poggio Bustone, Greccio, and Fonte
Colombo. At Fonte Colombo he paused and had surgery on his eye, and here you
can visit the room where this happened. Rieti is in a valley and is referred to as
the Sacred Valley.
Even the last few days into Rome had their hilly moments, though nothing as
severe as at the beginning, and the walk into Rome itself was surprisingly pleasant. This last part of the journey is also part of the Via Francigena and so we
made our final destination St Peter's Basilica where we received a Testimonium
(the Via Francigena equivalent to a Compostela).
This was an exciting and exhilarating pilgrimage. It was arduous and adventurous. It was a journey that required determination and strength, but it was a
path of peace and tranquillity and a path with a very tangible history. A history
that was easy to connect to and a history that brought a tear to the eye at
times. It is a path of great beauty. Great natural beauty and great man made
beauty in the villages, sanctuaries and art. It is a very different pilgrimage to
the Camino de Santiago de Compostela, but it is one that I enjoyed immensely,
and would recommend to anyone who has the physical and mental stamina for
such a solitary and challenging environment.
Also see Janet’s blog (mid Aug-Sep)
janetthehappywanderer

Janet Leitch OAM (SA)
Ref: http://www.camminodiassisi.it;
Certificate from the tourist office at Rieti
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The Assisiana, issued at Assisi
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THE SCHENGEN TRAVEL VISA FOR EUROPE (OR... COUNT YOUR DAYS!)
Be careful—the European Union and the Schengen Zone are not the same!
26 countries make up the Schengen Zone and have seamless borders for entry/
exit between them ie they have abolished passports and any other type of border
control at their common borders. Fortunately, the UK is not included. It takes its
name from the town of Schengen in Luxembourg, where the agreement was
signed in 1995.
Australian passport holders are classified as foreigners and are currently given a
free visa at the port of entry into the Schengen Zone. This visa stamp in your
passport entitles you to a maximum of 90 days stay within the zone in a 180-day
period. You can exit and re-enter as many times as you like within the 180 day
period, counting from your first day of entry, but your total stay must not
exceed 90 days, or you will be listed as an overstayer in the SIS (Schengen Information System).
90 days total in the zone, 90 days out.
On the 181st day you must be out of the Schengen Zone for at least 24hrs before
the next 180 day period can be started. If you overstay the 90 days or break the
180 day rule, the best case scenario is a reprimand and a few hundred euros fine, the worst case scenario is arrest and being banned from entering the
Schengen Zone for a few years, remember this covers most of Europe. Schengen
visa extensions are available but must be applied for in advance and may take up
to 3 months to be approved.
If you are planning an extended walk in Europe nearing 3 months or longer, or
2 trips within a 6 month period - count your days.
A friend was prevented from boarding a flight at Sydney
airport by Australian Customs and Immigration because
his to and return flights to Frankfurt were more than 90
days apart and he would be breaking the law. Whilst he
intended to travel outside the Schengen Zone during this
period, he had no bookings to prove
it. The solution was a quick phone
call to his travel agent to change
his return flight to depart from
London, after which he was allowed to board the flight.
Neil Russell (SA)
References:
www.smartraveller.gov.au/zw-cgi/
view/TravelBulletins/
AFotC Newsletter #11 December 2014
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List of Schengen countries
Austria

Belgium

Czech Republic

Denmark

Estonia

Finland

France

Germany

Greece

Hungary

Iceland

Italy

Latvia

Lithuania

Luxembourg

Malta

Netherlands

Norway

Poland

Portugal

Slovakia

Slovenia

Spain

Sweden

Liechtenstein

Switzerland

Note: the United Kingdom and Ireland are not part of the Schengen Zone.
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ON MY BUCKET LIST…
My first Camino in 2013 may be my last. I would like to think I would do it again
but at 76 years and after two heart attacks, time is running out for me. I had to
fudge a bit, anywhere the elevation was too steep, and after the second day
I had problems… I would walk 50 feet and have to stop, leaning on my walking
poles to catch my breath then move on. It wasn't as if I hadn't been prepared I started in August 2012 walking
and, every couple of days, I extended it by
nton
another couple of in
kilometres.
San A eryBy November I was walking with a back pack
—
s
st
Ru
mona wrapped in bubble wrap. I was walking right to the
containing a lump of concrete
last couple of days in February before I left.
Arriving at St Jean-Pied-de-Port, I visited the Pilgrims Office and then went to
my accommodation where I got settled, intending to stay a few days to get my
bearings and get rid of jet lag. Over a cup of coffee with an English ex-marine
also staying there, he announced he was going to go over the mountain trail just
as the French troops did during the Peninsular War, inviting me to join him. I
declined the offer knowing of the changeable weather and the snow being waistdeep. Next morning when it was still black as pitch, he came past me and
announced he was going the mountain way alone. When our lovely Basque house
mother came in, she was very angry and rang the local police who have a special
vehicle for going up the mountain. A few days later we met up with the exmarine who was not happy - I gather he got an ear-bashing from the police either
Ch is
tm
in English, French or Spanish. This reminded me rof
The
as inWay, in which Martin
Leon.
..
Sheen's son Emilio Estevez supposedly died on the mountain trail.
On the Camino trail, news precedes you fast. At Estella a Danish lady came up to
me. "Oh!" she asked. "Are you the Australian who is 76 and walking the Camino?"
With a beaming smile she planted a kiss on each of my cheeks and embraced me,
exclaiming “I am 68. I thought I was the oldest
on the path.” It made her day. At Burgos I
stayed a couple of days as it had been raining
and here I met the ex-marine again, cleaning
one of our fellow female pilgrim’s
os shoes with a
Burg
and still in them (see
toothbrush while she…was
photo). I then met a lovely Canadian lady
walking with her two daughters, who invited
me to share their evening meal - fresh salad,
cans of tuna mixed in and vino tinto... oh
what a way to end a day. I also spent a couple
of days in Leon, relishing in some home comforts, walking around and observing the Spanish people enjoying their lifestyle. Another
interesting pilgrim I met was from Belgium she was walking with her dog, a Springer variety, tongue hanging out the side of his muzzle,
lead stretched out, thoroughly enjoying the
adventure.
AFotC Newsletter #11 December 2014
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I caught a taxi from Astorga to Foncebadon, the
elevation going from 1450 to 4000+ feet, where
there was snow and biting wind and already a
good cross section of nationalities seated in
front of a nice log fire at the albergue. The next
day dawned bright and clear and very cold and I
put sunglasses on to shelter my eyes and a scarf
to protect my face tied around the jacket hood.
I started, plodding and puffing my way up the
hill ie mountain (approaching 5000 ft). The
flowing water had frozen to ice and I had to
watch my step: having two walking poles saved
me a number of times from doing the ‘beetle
act’ and toppling over.
By the time I had reached the base of the Cruz
de Ferro, the weather had closed in and cloud
was just above the Cross (see photo). The surrounding pine trees were covered in snow with the wind sighing through them,
and occasionally a large hunk of snow would fall off and plop into the surrounding snow. Legend has it that your sins against a loved one will be forgiven - you
write the name on a ‘stone of burden’ which you bring with you and place at the
foot of the Cross. I placed my stone at the foot of the pole which is surrounded
by a huge mound of stones deposited there by the pilgrims going back centuries.
Standing there alone, found it a profound emotional experience (just as the
characters did in ‘The Way’).
Stepping off the road I was up to my waist in snow and was unable to follow the
pilgrim path as it was too dangerous. The weather was closing in around me and
I was alone on the path. My senses became very much alive, and I had the
strange sensation that I wasn't alone. I believe others have had this strange sensation. Before I got to Manjarin, a Brazilian lady I had met in Leon and who was
cycling the Camino, rode up and stayed with me. I think she was concerned,
since I was puffing like a steam train. Abreast of the Cruz military turnoff, we
both had the feeling we were being watched by powerful binoculars. We
encountered only one other pilgrim, three cars and one snow plough, and stuck
to the road as you would need snow shoes along the Camino trail. After Punta
Alto I assured my companion I was alright going downhill and she rode on.
Arriving at Ponferrada I stayed at the Los Templarios hotel for 3 nights. I found
more tapas bars, toured Castillo de los Templarios, watched a religious parade
and listened to local bands. As the elevation was against me, I caught the train
to Sarria and then the bus to Portomarin, staying in Hotel Villa Jardin with the
luxury of a bath. At Palas de Rei, a German lady and I shared the dormitory of
the albergue, later on walking down to a local restaurant, with a provincial
large open fire burning in the hearth, gammon hanging in the ceiling and one
large piece on the bar in a special rack. We had a couple of pieces with some
excellent vino tinto, complimenting a terrific meal.
Page 11
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Next day we caught the bus to Arzua, noted for its smooth creamy cheese, but
missed out on the annual cheese festival by a week. Then I took a taxi to
Amenal, where I met up with a couple from WA - we decided to walk together
and set off next day to Lavacolla Areopuerto (airport). At San Palo we stopped
for coffee near the stream where medieval pilgrims, being almost at their destination, would make a ceremonial stop and wash themselves in the small river.
Between showers of rain, we reached Capelle de San Marcos in a small glade of
trees where we espied the Santiago Cathedral tower from the monument
commemorating the visit of Pope John Paul II which stands sentinel atop the hill
and where thousands of pilgrims have stood throughout the centuries. From then
on it rained most of the time, as we crossed over the freeway by bridge, past the
memorial for the Leprosarium and the ancient chapel of San Lazaro. By this time
I had reached my limits and could feel the dampness creeping in everywhere. I
stopped, having espied a hotel and across the road an Italian restaurant where I
had a delightful meal after my soak in the bath.
Next day I set off for greater Santiago, with the rain bucketing down. After taking a wrong turn, I finally arrived at the Porta do Camino where there were lots
of peregrinos so I just followed the crowd. I dropped a coin into the bagpipe
player’s container and turned left into Praza do Obradoiro and - there it was the magnificent facade of the Catedral with St James gazing down on pilgrims.
Next day it was off to the Pilgrims Office for my Compostela. I enlarged the
Compostela translation (thanks to #4 of the Camino Chronicle) and affixed it to
the reverse side of my framed Compostela. On the way to the Cape Finisterre on
a guided bus trip, we were told of a legend about the power of a particular high
rock thrown up by a storm eons ago and which sits on three points – if you can
crawl under this rock on your hands and knees, rub your back on the underside
three times, your back problem will be cured!! One lady made a snap decision to
do this and crawled under the rock despite the
strong wind blowing and the fairly rough sea.
Whoosh! The waves broke, engulfing the rock
and filling the area she was in! We all rushed to
help her, but fortunately the wave reversed and
out she popped like a cork out of a champagne
bottle, coughing, spluttering and sodden!
I went to the Cathedral 5 times which I found
awe inspiring, as I especially wanted to see the
swinging of the botafumeiro, but it was swung
on the day I went to Finisterre. ‘The Way’ film
features Martin Sheen scattering his son’s ashes
in the sea. To me that would be a fitting place
for my ashes...
Robert Delaney (WA) - pictured right
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GROUP NOTICES
SYDNEY, NSW
Pilgrims in Sydney is an informal support group for
Camino pilgrims. All prospective and returned pilgrims are welcome. Our group meets monthly and
aims to provide a vehicle for support and planning of
pilgrimages.
http://www.pilgrimsinsydney.org or email julie(at)pilgrimsinsydney.org

6.00pm (new pilgrims)
7.00pm (general) Wednesday

11.30am (new pilgrims)
12.30pm (general) Saturday

7
4
6
1
2
4

7
4
6
1
3
5

January, 2015
March, 2015
May, 2015
July, 2015
September, 2015
November, 2015

February, 2015
April, 2015
June, 2015
August, 2015
October, 2015
December, 2015

SUNSHINE COAST, QLD
Our gatherings are held at North Shore community hall, 701 David Low Way,
Mudjimba, Sunshine Coast, QLD and start at 2.00pm. The group has 152 people on our database. A Facebook page is in the process of being set up.
Dates for 2015: 11 Jan, 8 March, 10 May, 12 July, 13 Sept & 8 Nov.
ADELAIDE GROUP, SA
Gatherings are held at Rosefield
United Church Hall at Highgate,
usually on Sat or Sun afternoons.
For 2015, meetings will be held
on 8 Feb, 18 April, 28 June, 25
July (St James’ Day celebration), 11 Sep (AGM) and 22 Nov.
Meetings are informal with a
range of different topics. Gold
coin donation, bring a plate of
food to share.
Everyone is
welcome.
Page 13
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THOUGHTS ON THE CAMINO DEL NORTE, AUTUMN, 2014
The Camino was not only a walking exercise (I did about 257 km) but a reflection
and communal exercise. The spirit of the albergues was all about respectfulness
and reflection. On the track there was also a spirit of communion. The other
pilgrims and the locals would all say Buen Camino. I really liked the slow pace
and the chance to examine flowers, trees, cows and sheep at close quarters. I
especially loved the walking on farms and the soft glade tracks where the path
just meandered.
Not keen on the roads and the worst one was the
first day from Pobena where we walked up a 10
degree slope facing big trucks, only to end up at
a Repson service station. The least romantic walk
of the whole Camino de Norte.
The time we went was meant to be cooler, about
24 degrees, but it was often hotter at 32C, which
made extra hard going on the unshaded tracks.
The hospitality of the Camino is my enduring
memory. This took the shape of the fellow pilgrims as well as local bars where the food was
delicious, excellent coffees and the KINDNESS OF
STRANGERS AND THE KINDNESS OF MY COMPANION ON THIS ADVENTURE.
Ensalada mixta

ANGELA
Don’t believe everything you read or hear.
Don’t trust one source for information, use many.
The Camino del Norte route is apparently getting busier as the years pass and the
Camino Francés overheats with feet and pilgrims. The defection from the
Frances, the quieter Norte route may mean it no longer remains quiet. But while
the number of people looking at Spain as a transformational walking experience
continues, the understanding, familiarity and resources of the Norte will only
increase. Having said that there is currently a local regional debate from the
tourist department about altering the Norte route so it no longer merges with
the Frances route – this debate will come to an end and only then will pilgrims
know the way. In the meantime the Norte has a lot to offer the experienced pilgrim and the inexperienced walker.
Of course the key to any long, consecutive day walk regardless of route is foot
care. Do it right and all is well, do it wrong and you will have ‘blood in your
boots’ before the end. Take heart: Compeed, Vaseline, bandaids, good clean
socks and tested walking boots will go a long way to preserving your main walking asset. Find out what works for your walking feet and make sure you do it,
bring it and use it.
Many pilgrims have strapping bandages, stretch supportive sleeves, knee and
ankle supports, bus and train rides because they don’t plan, don’t practise, walk
AFotC Newsletter #11 December 2014
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Gaudi
architecture,
Comillas

too hard, too quickly or just don’t listen to
their bodies. Walking poles can help – that
decisions is all yours.

The Norte route will teach you not only
about your physical body, your map-reading
ability, locating signs and waymarkers, interpreting Camino books and conversations
and walking to conditions: it will enable you
to be quiet, alert, exhausted, passionate,
scared and resourceful. Enjoy the experience because you will certainly have one,
and yours will be no more or no less meaningful then any other – it will however be
yours. The Norte route takes you over
mountains, down rocky steep goat tracks,
over cobble stones and bitumen, along highways and across paddocks with grazing cattle; sometimes all in one day.
The distances you walk will be based on
Another lovely Camino construction
food and accommodation availability – talk
to other pilgrims, listen at the albergues,
make informed choices, even ring ahead if
you are anxious. Take the time to explore
towns, cultural places, significant monuments, high vantage points and lookouts,
swim and lie on the beaches – the Camino
can include these things with the walking. It
will depend
Jennifer and Angela all spruced
on
your
up in Praza do Obradoiro,
purpose or
after a bath and rest!
reason for
commencing
the
Camino as
to how you thread these things together, if you
do. It’s all about the walk, the distance and the
time it takes – again be aware of your feet.
Factor in rest days but don’t pre-plan their exact location: you never will know what you need
till you are there and you are walking. Have a
few days up your sleeve, you will certainly benefit from them.
Buses and trains can be your friends, so don’t
be afraid to use them if you need. Make it a
kind of rest day.
Jennifer McKay (SA)
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SHORT CAMINOS
Pilgrims travelling to Santiago de Compostela require a
credencial or pilgrim ‘passport’ to establish their bona
fides to stay in the albergues or refugios on the Camino.
That is that they plan to walk, cycle or go by horseback to
Santiago. The credencials are stamped at the albergues,
hotels, etc. and the stamps or sellos provide proof to the
Pilgrim Office, in Santiago de Compostella, that the pilgrim
has completed the distance required to qualify for the
Compostella issued by that office.
The Pilgrim Office in Santiago issues a Compostela certificate
to pilgrims on completion of their Camino provided they have
walked or ridden by horseback for at least the last 100k at one
time. Cyclists need to complete at least the last 200k to qualify. Pilgrims also need to confirm that they undertook the
Camino for religious or spiritual reasons. An alternative certificate is available to those who do not want to claim religious or spiritual reasons.
Pilgrims should obtain at least two sellos a day when completing the last
100/200k and must also ensure that they obtain a sello at the start of their
Camino as proof of their starting point. A 100-120k journey can be completed in
4 to 6 days.
So, what routes are available to pilgrims who want to obtain a Compostela but
for various reason are only able to walk the 100k?
The Camino Francés
Sarria is a popular starting location on the Camino Francés, 118k from
Santiago. In the first six months of 2014, 19,561 pilgrims started here approximately 34% of those who arrived in Santiago walking the Camino Francés. So this
route can be crowded.
The Camino Inglés
The Camino Inglés, or English Way, traces the route followed by pilgrims who
came by ship to the ports of A Coruña and Ferrol on the northwest coast of
Spain. You can walk from A Coruña but the distance is less than 100km and does
not qualify for a Compostela. From Ferrol the Camino Inglés runs eastwards to
skirt the Ria de Ferrol before heading southwards Santiago, a total about 116k.
The Camino Portugués
This Camino starts in Lisbon and heads north through Portugal to Oporto, Valenca
and Tui on the border with Spain and Santiago. Valenca on the Portuguese side of
the River Minho and Tui on the Spanish side are about 112k from Santiago.
The Camino del Norte
The Camino del Norte, for the most part, follows the north coast of Spain to
Ribadeo before turning southwest towards Santiago. Numbers of pilgrims on the
Camino del Norte are about one twentieth of those on the Camino Francés. However, reports from the albergue at Miraz, staffed by English volunteers, suggest
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that during summer they have to open the church to provide extra sleeping
space. Baamonde is 106k from Santiago by the walking route that joins the
Camino Francés at Arzúa. Another alternative starting location could be Vilalba,
a comfortable one day's walk before Baamonde.
The Camino Primitivo
The Camino Primitivo leaves the Norte after Villarviciosa and runs south west to
Oviedo and Lugo, joining the CF at Melide. From Lugo the distance is just over
100k. An alternative route from Lugo is to walk via Friol to Sanabres dos Moxes,
on the Norte, then either join the CF at Arzúa or take another alternative and
cut a corner between Boimorto and Arca, thus avoiding some of the crowding on
the CF. This route gives you the option of visiting the 4th century Roman shrine at
Santa Eulalia de Bóveda, a Spanish national monument.
The Camino Sanabrés
The Camino Sanabrés turns off the Via de la Plata two days’ north of Zamora.
The distance from Ourense to Santiago is about 103k. One of the joys of arriving
in Santiago de Compostela on this route is that you can see the Cathedral from
some distance.
The Camino Portugués
This Camino starts in Lisbon and heads north through Portugal to Oporto, Valenca
and Tui on the border with Spain and Santiago. Valenca on the Portuguese side of
the River Minho and Tui on the Spanish side are about 112km from Santiago.
Camino de Muxia y Fisterra
A lot of pilgrims finish their pilgrimage to Santiago de
Compostela by walking to Muxia and Finisterra. However, this Camino can also be reversed and the route from
Muxia to Finisterra and then Santiago is recognised by
the Pilgrim Office. Some parts of this route have waymarks in both directions but most seem to point away
from Santiago, so careful navigation will be required.
Notes
Being a pilgrim does not require you to stay at albergues. If you value the privacy of your own room or
prefer the comfort of an ensuite bathroom a hotel, hostal or pension room may be the answer. Price varies but
is generally less than you would pay in Australia.
To ensure pilgrims cover the last 100k on foot
(and do not take the bus or taxi!) the Pilgrim
Office asks that pilgrims get two stamps a day
for their pilgrimage within Galicia. If you are
starting before Galicia ie from somewhere in
France or elsewhere in Spain, one stamp a day
will suffice.
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Guide Books
John Brierley is the author of guides to the Portuguese, Frances and Finisterre Caminos. They
are published by Findhorn Press and can be ordered over the internet at https://
www.findhornpress.com/camino-3/
The Confraternity of St James publishes guides to
many Camino routes. Some guides including the
Inglés (2013), Finisterre (2009) and Portugués
(part 2 2014) Caminos are now available online
at http://www.csj.org.uk/guides-online.htm.
the CSJ ask that you send them a donation to
help them continue providing this service.
Laura Perazzoli and Dave Whitson are authors of the
Cicerone Guide The Northern Caminos. This
guide includes the Norte, Primativo, Inglés and
Finisterre Caminos. The maps are probably the
best of the English language guides.
Additional Links
http://www.jacobeo.net/ The Jacobeo.net has
details of the Spanish caminos with stages,
maps, albergues and hotels/hostales/pensions.
http://www.rome2rio.com/ The Rome2Rio website
can suggest options for travel between towns. Language can be set to
English. It also gives access to timetables and provider websites.
A map of the Camino de Santiago de Compostela is available from the Xunta
de Galicia tourist website at http://www.turgalicia.es/docs/mdaw/
mdk4/~edisp/turga098257.pdf?langId=en_US
Streetmaps of Galician cities are available at the same website at http://
www.turgalicia.es/planos-deruas-das-cidades?langId=en_US
The Asociación Galego de Amigos de Camino de Santiago website at http://
www.amigosdelcamino.com/ is written in Gallego and Spanish (to
translate to English use Google Translate). Information is available on
various Caminos including sketch maps, route descriptions and
information on albergues. Guides for some routes can be downloaded
as PDF files.
Silvia Nielson's Amawalker blog at http://
amawalker.blogspot.com.au/2012/05/how-do-i-get-to.html has information on getting to various starting locations on the various Caminos.
The Mundicamino website http://www.mundicamino.com/loscaminos.cfm
has details about various Caminos (click on the map to select the route)
including albergues and other accommodation.
The Eroski Consumer website has a section on the Camino de Santiago at
http://caminodesantiago.consumer.es/ Unfortunately they do not have
an English translation but you can use Google Translate. The website
has information on albergues including comments from pilgrims.
Kevin Burrows (SA)
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ABERFFRAW BISCUIT / WELSH SCALLOP SHELL BISCUIT / JAMES CAKES

I was so excited when a friend who frequently visits family in Wales mentioned
these biscuits. They appear to be linked by King Grudffudd ap Cynan or his son
Owain Gwynedd who in the 12th century built at Aberffraw a stone church with
Romanesque features similar to the churches on the Camino. They were recently ‘rediscovered’ and recreated by a young Welsh couple who also had never
heard of them and have now started a biscuit company promoting them. The
biscuits are basically a shortbread recipe, and I did press a shell into the biscuit
for the ‘veins’ of the scallop as per the recommendation but also used a shell
cutter (the company presumably use a stamp they have made). I purchased 2
different cutters from overseas (much cheaper than in Australia where, sadly, it
was going to cost me $10 to have ONE single cutter posted to me!). They were
delicious, and next time I am going to add ginger and/or lemon zest. Now all I
need is a nice shell-shaped platter!
Ingredients
• 150g plain flour
• 100g lightly salted butter (room temperature)
• 50g caster sugar
Method
Cream the soft butter and sugar well until pale, light and fluffy.
Sift the flour into the mixing bowl and mix well until it forms a dough.
Dust a work surface lightly with caster sugar and carefully roll out the dough
until it’s about 1cm thick. If your dough is too soft to work with just pop it
in the fridge for 15 minutes first.
Press a (thoroughly washed!) scallop shell onto the dough. Then cut a circular
biscuit using a round cookie cutter (6cm/8cm).
Bake the biscuits for about 15 minutes at 160c.
Cool for 5 minutes. Dust with granulated sugar while still warm - then transfer to
a wire rack and let them cool completely… yum.
Alison Bell (SA)
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REFLECTIONS ON THE CAMINO … 2 YEARS ON
In May-June 2014, I spent 2 glorious months living high on a mountain in the
French Pyrenees. It was exactly 2 years since I’d walked the Camino Francés
in 2012, and the weather, the scenery, the wildflowers and the overall
ambience of the paths in the Pyrenees reminded me so much of my Camino
experience that there were often times I almost expected to see someone up
ahead with a backpack and a scallop shell. Or to find my Camino walking
buddies waiting for me at the next bar or village.
I frequently found myself reflecting on the Camino and realising again the
many benefits I’d gained from it. So I decided to record a few thoughts to reaffirm the memories. Other pilgrims probably have their own lists of what was
special for them, but here are some of the things that I’ll always value…
SPECIALxFRIENDSHIPS
My sojourn in France this year actually came about through a Camino friendship. Victoria was an Irish volunteer hospitalero at the lovely CSJ albergue in
Rabanal where I spent one night in 2012. We struck up a rapport and arranged
to meet up again when we’d both be in Scotland later that year. Following
that, we continued to email when Victoria returned to Spain to teach. And
then, when she invited me to do some walking with her in the south of France,
it was too good an offer to refuse! The original plan involved sharing the rent
for a room under an old French farmhouse, but Victoria unexpectedly had to
return to the UK before I arrived, so I ended up taking the place by myself.
It turned out be a fantastic experience, and one for which I’ll always be grateful to Victoria and Rabanal.
The bonds I made with my Camino walking buddies are even more treasured.
I’d set out to walk solo to Santiago, but in Sahagun met up with Bob, a 76 yearold from North Carolina. We found ourselves sharing the path for the next
week or so until Hospital del Orbigo, where we met Nicole, 41, a Canadian
engineer who lived and worked in the US. Although we made a fairly unlikely
trio, we ended up walking more or less together all the way to Santiago,
sharing our daily ups and downs, as well as albergues, hotel rooms, food, wine
and the stories of our lives. We all enjoyed the company of many others along
the way, of course, but after walking
View from my house in the Pyrenees
and living closely together for about 3
-4 weeks, Bob, Nicole and I are still in
contact, with open-ended invitations
to visit one another in our respective
parts of the world.
SELF CONFIDENCE – AND THE KNOWLEDGE I CAN DO ALMOST ANYTHING
I’m sure I wouldn’t have been able to
climb mountain paths in the Pyrenees
and ramble alone on back roads and
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goat tracks through the forests if I hadn’t had the experience of walking the
Camino. Not because I don’t have the
physical capacity or the courage, but
because I wouldn’t have known that I
had! My room under the farmhouse in
France was high on a mountainside, 6k
from the nearest main road, and 9k
from Ceret, the nearest market town,
so the only way of getting wherever I
wanted to go involved walking, either
Peyrepertuse - one of the Cathar castles
down the road, or on the petit chemins
across the mountains and through the valleys. It was stunningly beautiful and
felt fantastic!
GREATER AWARENESS OF FRENCH AND SPANISH LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Sadly, I’m still not bi-lingual!! But, since walking the Camino, I have developed a
greater appreciation and understanding of the language, history, culture and customs of Catalonia (on both sides of the Pyrenees) and other regions of France and
Spain. And life is so much richer for it. I’m reading more history and loving the
learning.
For example, I’d never heard of the Cathars of southern France until I visited
several of the amazing mountain-top forts and castles along the Cathar Way
where these so-called heretics tried to shelter from the Pope’s armies in the 11th
and 12th centuries, but the Cathars’ story is as gripping as any modern-day thriller. The Cathar Way is not a Camino path towards Santiago because they definitely didn’t believe in saints and pilgrimages, but their story adds another significant
dimension to the rich historic and cultural fabric of the Middle Ages.
IMPROVED FITNESS
I’ve always enjoyed bush-walking but have taken it up with more of a purpose
and a passion since the Camino. These days, I’m far more mindful of the benefits
of walking for health and fitness – and I’ve discovered that walking is an easy,
inexpensive and fun way to explore our world, near and far.
BEING PART OF THE WORLD-WIDE CAMINO FAMILY
Lastly, I love knowing that I share a
2012: Bob, Margaret & Nicole, 100km to go!
bond with 1000s of other Camino pilgrims from all over the world. I’ll never
know most of them personally, but I’m
conscious that there’s a huge network
of like-minded people who’ve all
achieved not only their own personal or
spiritual goals of walking the Camino,
but also contributed to the collective
pilgrimage experience.
Margaret Gadd (SA)
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SPANISH WINE AND CHEESE SOIREE
On Saturday 22 November, our group conducted a wine and cheese afternoon.
Members sourced authentic Spanish wine and cheese. There was a selection of
vino tintos (red wine), and three cheeses (queso)Cheese (queso)
The first cheese Manchego (queso Manchego) is made in the La Mancha region of
Spain from the milk of the Manchega breed of sheep. It is aged for between 60
days and two years. The cheese has a well developed but not too strong flavour.
This cheese is protected by the European Union scheme of geographical indications and traditional specialities, known as Protected Designation of Origin
(PDO) which has been put in place to promote and protect names of quality agricultural products and foodstuffs.
The second cheese we tasted was the Cabrales cheese (queso de Cabrales). It is
a blue cheese made by rural dairy farmers in the north of Spain. It can be made
from pure unpasteurised cow’s milk or blended with goat and/or sheep milk.
The milk used must come from herds raised in a small zone of production
in Asturias, in the mountains of the Picos de Europa. Asturias is bordered by
Cantabria to the east, by Castile and León to the south, by Galicia to the west,
and by the Bay of Biscay to the north.
The third cheese was Queso de Valdeón (Queisu de Valdión, in Leonese language) is a Spanish blue cheese from León. The cheese is made in Posada de
Valdeón, in the northeast of the province of León. It is wrapped in sycamore,
maple or chestnut leaves before being sent to market. The cheese has a very
intense blue flavour, but is not as yellowed or as biting as its cousin Cabrales.
This cheese has protection from a similar scheme to the PDO, the PGI scheme.
Wine (vino)
Spain has more land devoted to vineyards than any other nation on earth. It
ranks third in the world in volume of wine production, after France and Italy. As
at 2013, Australia was 6th.
The Spanish names for the three major
Of interest whilst walking the Caminos
types of wine are Vino Tinto (red), Vino
is the existence of Bodegas (winery and
Rosado (Rose) and Vino Blanco (white).
Rioja, in north-central Spain through smaller wine storage areas). Pictured below
is a bodega adjacent to the Camino Francés
which the Camino Francés proceeds,
about 15 kilometres west of Leon.
has historically been the country’s major red wine region. Three-quarters of
Rioja’s wine is red, 15 percent rosado
(rosé), and 10 percent white. The principal grape in Rioja is Tempranillo,
Spain’s greatest red variety. But regulations permit another three varieties
for reds — Garnacha (Grenache), Graciano (Carignan), and Mazuelo — and
red Rioja wine is typically a blend of
two or more varieties.
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The Rías Baixas region of Galicia, in northwest Spain next to the Atlantic Ocean
and Portugal (near Santiago de Compostela), is gaining acclaim for its white
wine, Albariño, made from the Albariño grape variety.
Navarra, just northeast of Rioja is known for its dry rosé wines, is an increasingly strong red wine region. Navarra's red wines are similar to, but somewhat less
expensive than, the more famous wines of Rioja.
Spain’s wine laws provide for a bi-level category: Denominaciónes de Origen
(DO) and a higher classification, Denominaciónes de Origen Calificada (DOC). So
far, Rioja and Priorato (a small county in the Catalan region in the south east of
Spain) are the only two regions that have been awarded the DOC (also known as
DOCa). Wines that do not qualify as DO fall into the table wine category Vino de
la Tierra.
There are over 70 designations of origin to classify all the types of Spanish
wines. The purpose of this is to unify all the wines from one part of Spain,
which typically have common characteristics due to being produced under the
similar weather and the types of water and soil. This makes it easier for customers to know what wine they're buying, and it also provides a guide of some sort
to identify all the different Spanish wines.
Rex Ranger (SA)
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NEW BOOK AND A FOODIE CAMINO!
Dee Nolan spoke at our inaugural AFotC meeting in 2011 at St James’s Church at
Mile End, talking about her first book (the one with the green cover).
Her new book has been four years in the making - a rich, fascinating year spent
immersed in the food and history along these ancient pilgrim routes, hearing the
stories of the cooks and farmers along the way, eating lunch with the legendary
chef Paul Bocuse in his restaurant kitchen in Lyon and walking the transhumance with the stoic cattle breeders of the Aubrac plateau.

Dee is also hosting a small guided trip next April/May
taking in some of the highlights of her first book
‘A Food Lover's Pilgrimage along the Camino to Santiago de Compostela’,
walking some of the most picturesque sections of the pilgrim path
and savouring many of the special experiences written about in her book.
These include visiting Pierre Oteiza and his beloved, saved-from-extinction
black Basque pigs and seeing the precious heritage vines of Bierzo,
lovingly cultivated by Ricardo Perez and his donkeys after decades of neglect.
Among the restaurant highlights will be a visit to Etxebarri in the
Basque country where so much of the food, including the vegetables,
are cooked over coals. She is very much looking forward to
introducing the Camino to others.
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